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In a career spanning 42 years, I can honestly say that I’ve been very fortunate to have been connected with people who 
have guided me into a path where I can share my knowledge and skills in the dental lab trade. I would like to especially 
thank TCS for having the confidence in me to provide others with the tools and techniques to broaden their ability to 
grow. It has allowed me to travel to many places and meet so many wonderful people, one in particular who lead me to 
this amazing mission, Andrew Harris, owner of Harris Dental Group in Australia. A few years back Andrew asked if I would 
be interested in participating in a mission to help people in need with dentures and I couldn’t say YES fast enough.

Fast forward one year later; my dear friend Martha Urrea, removable manager at Streamline Dental Lab, Andrew Harris, 
his girlfriend Dolaya Buranassing, a psychiatrist from Thailand, Patricia Arango, Dentist in Colombia , and I met to 
coordinate every detail of our Colombian “Unidos Por Una Sonrisa” mission to bring people smiles. 

To save on hotel costs, Martha’s family graciously opened their home to us. Little did I know what was waiting for us, not 
only a beautiful spacious adobe, but a musical band provided by her beautiful parents upon our arrival. After the greeting 
festivities we bunkered down and started our mission. We set up the make-shift laboratory at the Urrea’s backyard facing 
the glorious Andes mountains. The view itself was motivation to outlast the heat and the exhaustion we would encounter 
in the coming days. 

Our crew met with Doctor Patricia, at her clinic in the a town La Buitrera Palmira, Colombia 
where patients waited as Andrew and Patricia attended to each patient. With crunch time 
upon us, a backdrop of Colombian beauty and music, the magic took fold. We fabricated a 
total of 30 dentures; partials and full dentures.  We started on a Monday and by Thursday we 
were inserting cases and we saw the biggest smiles we have ever seen. The patients would 
bring gifts such as, food, bread, coffee, hugs, and tears to show their gratitude. 

 

This experience has affected me in a way no words can 
describe. I hope everyone can find it in their minds and hearts to 
give back to people in need.  

Looking forward to my next mission TCS - together we smile in 
the Dominican Republic, November 2019.

Thank you to Andrew Harris, Dolaya Buranasing, Martha 
Urrea, Issac Hakimi, Lina Maria Ramos, Mr. and Mrs. Urrea, 
Luis Fernanda Urrea, Dra. Patricia Arango, and TCS for 
making this possible. 

Life Filled With 
Appreciation
Elvis Rosado shares his inspirational 
story about giving back
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Course Objectives

• Learn when a flexible partial is the optimal choice

• Learn the importance of case design

• Learn techniques to deliver a successful flexible partial 1. Develop mutual respect

2. Identify shared goals

3. Share some vulerability

4. Make meaningful connections for 

people to network

5. Get more personal

Doctor Seminar.

TCS wants to collaborate with laboratories on a 2-hour 

seminar about “Understanding Flexible Partials”.  Gather 

20+ Dentists for a fun and educational event, and be there 

to promote your laboratory and mingle with your guests. 

Contact us for details!

Give Your Laboratory 
an edge by educating

as opposed to selling

5 ways a seminar will help 
you build a strong relationship 
with your client:

2-hour seminar
2 CE credits (not applicable in some states)

Take advantage of this amazing opportunity
Contact - Manny Estrada

manny@tcsdentalinc.com  |  866-426-2970

**Limited Seminars Available**

A Properly Fabricated  
Removable Flexible Partial

Semi Hands-On  |  1 Day  |  8 CDT Credits

Training
Hands-On.

2020 
Schedule 
Available 
November 

20th

CHOOSE TCS
For Superior Quality Flexible Partials

Keeping websites current & relevant is critical to 
success these days.

Add TCS images, logo, banner, and content to your site to help advertise your 
TCS services to potential customers.

Contact.   Pascui@tcsdentalinc.com   |  866-426-2970


